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Build, Build, Build a Playground,

For the Kids to Play,

Playfully, Playfully, Playfully, Playfully,

We'll Build It All the Way!

(to the tune of Row, Row, Row your Boat)

Welcome to the playspace project, and THANK YOU for volunteering to serve as the
construction team captain!  As a leading member of the planning committee, you'll play
a key role in collecting tools and materials, coordinating site preparation and
overseeing construction of the playspace. You were chosen for your commitment to
the project and your great leadership abilities … having construction experience helps,
but it's not required!  

This workbook is designed to give you the tools you need to plan, organize and
implement your team goals. But before we dive into the actual project materials, here's
a short introduction to the community-build philosophy:

POW E R !

K IDS!
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EN E RG Y !

As you begin your involvement in this project, it's a good idea to reflect on what's really
important: PLAY!  Take a moment to imagine kids at play. What are they feeling as they
pump the swings higher and higher, letting out loud peals of laughter?  What worlds are
they creating as they dig sand pits, hang from monkey bars, or huddle together beneath
a play house?  A community playspace project is all about bringing that sense of fun,
freedom and creativity to hundreds of children. But it's also about convincing your
entire community that play is a necessity, not a luxury. All children and young people
seek out play opportunities - finding new materials, creating new games, and testing
new ideas. For their bodies and brains, engaging in play is serious and necessary work.
They are mastering coordination, experimenting with the natural environment,
interpreting visual and audio clues, and learning how to get along with others. Children
who engage in active play perform better in school, think more creatively, maintain
healthier body weights and are better able to resolve their problems peacefully. Safe
playspaces also let children experience the joy of just being a kid, free of adult worries
and responsibilities. Don't all children deserve these opportunities?  As adults, we have
an obligation to provide within our communities safe, healthy and equitable playspaces
for every child.

G IGG L E S !
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According to a Gallup poll commissioned by KaBOOM! and The Home Depot, less than
half of American children have a playground within walking distance of their homes.
And 87% of the playgrounds that we do have are dangerously unsafe!1

Children need safe places to play. But as you probably know, schools and parks are
facing massive budget cuts and are finding it more and more difficult to finance public
playspaces. In response, grassroots organizers throughout the world have taken
matters into their own hands, sparking a citizen-based movement for play. Local
leaders are learning how to mobilize resources within their communities-individuals,
small businesses, corporations, churches, local governments and service organizations -
to lead, design and install new playspaces. It's called the "community-build model," and
it's resulting in fantastic playspaces that are designed by children, built by
volunteers and enjoyed by millions of families.

The community-build model for playspaces saves money (up to 40% of your budget!),
responds to the needs and desires of local children, forges new partnerships for change,
trains community leaders, and inspires citizens to take control of their neighborhoods.
You're getting a lot more than a playspace!  Furthermore, community-build playspaces
are top-of-the-line facilities-they can be designed creatively, built with the best
materials, and installed to the highest standards of safety and accessibility. They often
serve as meeting places for the whole community, reducing neighborhood crime and
promoting adult recreation. Just as play is essential to a child's physical, mental and
social development, so does a community-build project contribute to the health and
vibrancy of the entire community.

Concerned citizens like you are more important than ever in the fight to save play. By
volunteering to lead a community-build playspace team, you've taken the first step
toward changing a child's world. Congratulations and welcome to the team!

1 Consumer Product Safety Commission

P L A
Y ! JUMP!
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Are you feeling adventurous?  The community-build process is a lot like taking a road
trip into the great unknown. Surprises wait around every bend, and the journey will be
full of twists, turns and potential roadblocks. At KaBOOM!, we think you should at least
carry a reliable road map!  We've guided hundreds of communities through the
playspace building process, and the workbook in your hands is the result of all their
experiences, frustrations and successes. Keep it handy and you won't get lost-and
remember, getting there is half the fun!  

As a national non-profit organization, KaBOOM! is committed to putting
practical, easy-to-use playspace-building tools into the hands of community
leaders everywhere. Our project Road Map provides a step-by-step itinerary
for you and your colleagues-from researching and conceiving your part of
the project, through the recruitment and design phase, and onto building
and maintaining the playspace. In all, you'll pass eight concrete Mile
Markers, and at each one we've provided informative references, action
checklists, organizing tips and can-do enthusiasm. The KaBOOM! Road
Map is designed to be flexible-wherever you start your playspace
journey, and however long it takes you, you'll have the know-how to
carry you through to the finish. Our Road Map model is constantly being
tested and improved by community groups across the country … and
now it's your turn!  Get in the driver's seat and hit the road!  

Your co-chair(s)
should have a big

KaBOOM! planning book
that contains loads of

information on every
aspect of the playspace

building process. If you're
ever confused about one of
the items in this workbook, or
if you'd like more
comprehensive information
on playspace design,
fundraising methods,

youth involvement, or any
other topic, be sure to

ask them ... they
probably have it at

their fingertips!CL IMB!

WH I R L !
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MILE 1: RESEARCH

1    

Are you buckled up and ready to go?  Great!  Before you can Believe It, Plan It and Build
It, your first task is to Learn It!  It's important to become familiar with every aspect of
your community's project before you begin recruiting members of your Construction
Team. Use this section to build a foundation of knowledge, and record important
information for later reference.

D E D I C A T I ON!

F U S I O
N!
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Construction TTeam WWorkbook

2

The Basics
Site Address:

Play-Equipment Company:

Contact/Representative:

Address/Phone #:

Playspace Installer Name:

Address/Phone #:

Surfacing Company:

Contact/Representative:

Address/Phone #:

Design Day Date:

Date(s) of the PlaySpace Build:

Date of Town Meeting #1:

Date of Planning Meeting #1:

Date of Planning Meeting #2:

Date of Planning Meeting #3:

Date of Planning Meeting #4:

Date of Planning Meeting #5:

Other:

Other:

Other:
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Our Mission & Vision
Close your eyes and picture your new playspace for a moment. What do you see?  Who
is there and what are they doing?  What colors and sounds fill the space?  You've
probably discussed the overall themes and goals of the playspace project with your Co-
Chair(s)…if not, now is a great time to do so!  In the months ahead, you'll be responsible
for turning this playspace vision into a reality, and you're in an ideal position to make
recommendations for how the space can best be utilized and improved.

Our Vendors & Materials
To be in charge of construction, you need to know what you're building with!  Your

co-chair(s) may have already chosen a play-equipment manufacturer and a
safety-surfacing vendor. If so, study their catalogues and become familiar with

their installation procedures. Talk to their representatives about community
builds, and if possible, attend one in your area!  Research the pro's and con's
of the materials you'll be using, as well as future maintenance concerns. It's
your job to become your community's resident play expert!  Any research
you do now will make your planning phase easier - saving you loads of
time, work and headaches.

Upcoming Community Builds in Our Area:
Date(s): _____________________________________

Location(s):

Our Play-Equipment Materials:
Pros:

Cons:

Special Installation/Maintenance Concerns:

You should also
take the time to talk to
your co-chair(s) and
play-equipment rep about
safety and accessibility
standards. Team members
and volunteers may question
you about their tasks … why
do we need so much
surfacing?  Why do we need
rubber mats on top of the
sand?  It's your job to
explain what they're
doing in a way that
makes sense.
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Our Safety Surfacing Material:
Pros:

Cons:

Wheelchair Accessibility Concerns:

Special Installation/Maintenance Concerns:

PlaySpace FFAQs

How long does it take to build a playspace, and how many people do we
need?

With the right amount of dedicated volunteers, your community can come
together to build a playspace in one day. Pulling off this kind of ambitious
community barn-raising requires months of planning, from fundraising to
volunteer recruitment to preparation of the site. For a medium-sized playground
(50'x50'), we recommend having 10-20 volunteers to assist with advance site
preparation. We also recommend having 100-120 volunteers to install the
playspace, haul loose-fill safety surfacing, and complete side projects. (If you're
using pour-in-place rubber surfacing, you can assemble the playspace with only
50-80 volunteers.)  Communities have done successful builds with fewer people,
but you may be up all night!  If you spread your build event over several days, you
can easily build a playspace with 30-40 committed volunteers … or work in shifts
and bring in hundreds of part-timers! 
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MILE 1: RESEARCH

Our PlaySpace Site
Putting together pre-fab play equipment is like assembling a puzzle … but without the
guesswork!  It's actually quite simple, which is why volunteers don't need to have
construction experience. Preparing a playspace site, on the other hand, can present
several difficulties - and these can lead to unforeseen costs. Site preparation is a major
part of your job as construction captain, so it's important to know your site, plan ahead,
and get unbiased input from professionals. Keep in mind that there are two phases of
site prep:

1. Major Site Prep: This involves changing the landscape of the site itself - leveling a
slope or bumps, filling in large holes, removing asphalt, trees or old play equipment,
etc. If you're using rubberized surfacing, you may need to pour a concrete slab. We
recommend completing all major site prep at least two weeks before your build in
case you run into problems. You also don't want large machinery operating around
dozens of volunteers!

2. Minor Site Prep: This refers to any skilled labor that prepares for and simplifies the
equipment assembly. It includes marking the playspace border and hole location,
digging the post holes, labeling components, and divvying up hardware according
to team tasks. Your installer, if you have one, will probably supervise (and provide 
tools for) minor site prep. If you're planning a one-day blitz build, you'll need to 
complete these tasks 1-2 days in advance; otherwise they can be spread out over 
the days of the build.

Begin your research by talking to your co-chair(s) about what kind of site evaluation has
already taken place, and go have a look at the site yourself. Fill out the following
worksheets, and then discuss your options with your play-equipment representative
and/or a local contractor.

5

CONST
R UCT!
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Site measurement:

Slope: (Note: a level site is ideal. A slight grade of up to 2% can
improve drainage, but more than 2% may cause surfacing to slide out.) 

Drainage: Good Fair Poor

Soil type: Rocky Sandy Clay Other

Is the site accessible to wheelchairs? O Yes  O No

Note man-made elements:
• Asphalt/Concrete Surface

• Buildings 

• Available Lighting

• Adjacent Land Use

• Other

Note natural features:

• Shrubs/Shade Trees

• Streams/Ponds

• Hills/Ditches

Identify hazardous conditions (if any):
• Streets/Parking Lots/Traffic

• Overhanging Trees/Branches

• Overhanging Power Lines

• Visibility/Security

• Other Groups Using the Site

• Nearby Ball Fields

Does the property owner hold an insurance policy on the land? O Yes O No

Will the insurance cover volunteers during a build? O Yes O No

Under the insurance policy, what is the minimum age for construction volunteers? 

Notes:
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What is the current surface?   O  Dirt/Grass    O  Asphalt    O  Concrete O Other 

If asphalt or concrete, does it need to be removed?   O Yes    O  No 
(Ask your play-equipment rep to help you make this decision. Removal of asphalt or concrete

should be done by a professional.)

Are there trees or shrubs that need to be removed?   O Yes    O  No 

Is the site level (has no obvious slope or large bumps/holes)? O  Yes    O  No 

If not, how will you level it?  O Excavate with Machinery O  Bring in Backfill Soil   
O Remove Bumps Manually 

Will you need to dig post holes to install your playspace? O Yes    O  No 

If yes, how will you dig holes? O  Manual Labor O  Hand-held Power Auger
O  Compact Track Loader/ Skid-Steer Loader
O  Utility Auger (see table on next page)

Have you obtained permission to dig from a utility company? O  Yes    O  No

Have you dug any test holes? O  Yes    O  No

Have you had the soil checked for contaminants?  O  Yes    O  No

Is there existing play equipment on the site? O  Yes    O  No 

If yes, have you hired a certified playground inspector to perform a safety check? 
O  Yes    O  No

What are your plans for the existing equipment? O  Keep It O  Repair It
O  Move It O  Remove It

What was in the existing location?
• Five years ago? 
• Ten years ago? 
• Twenty-five years ago?
• One hundred years ago?

D IG!
MILE 1: RESEARCH

7
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Utility and Soil Checks
Before you get your heart set on a particular site, it's a good idea to check for two things:
the presence of underground utilities (such as water pipes, buried electrical wires, etc.)
and contaminants in the soil. Either of these can immediately derail your playspace
plans, so find out now!  Local utility companies will perform a free check at your request,
but they'll want to do it just before your build; the check typically gives you permission
to dig for the following 2-4 weeks. You may want to dig a few "test holes" that require
an immediate check; this can also alert you to any problems with your soil or machinery.
Utility checks are particularly important for community builds, because more and more
states are placing the responsibility for damaged utilities on the person actually doing
the digging - that means you!  

Unfortunately, more and more cities are also finding that their soils contain toxic levels
of lead and arsenic - a dangerous situation for children actively exploring their world.
If you find that your site contains dangerous levels of toxins, you must remove the
top layer of soil or choose a new site. Your local, county and state health
departments, as well as the water utility, should have information on possible toxins in
your area. Equipment for testing your soil may be available through local landscaping
companies, greenhouses and gardening stores. Universities and colleges also typically
offer inexpensive soil testing for farmers; contact their horticultural and/or geological
departments. If these elements are present only in low levels (below what is considered
toxic), teach children the importance of washing their hands after playing, and prevent
them from ingesting any soil.

Playground DDigging EEquipment

Manual Labor
Requires tools such as post-hole diggers, shovels, digging bars, etc. This is very
long and tiring work, and is not recommended!

A Hand-Held Power Auger
This kind of machine usually requires two fairly strong people to operate and is
basically like a large drill bit that spirals itself into the ground. Power augers can
usually be rented at a tool rental company. These do not work well on rocky or
hard soil.

A Compact Track Loader or Skid-Steer Loader with an Auger Bit Attachment
These machines require an experienced operator, and the right size auger bit
must be rented or borrowed.

Utility Auger
This is ideal, but is usually only available to a large entity, like a power company.
Equipment and services are usually donated.
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The Play Environment
A playspace is more than just a set of swings and climbers, and it's not only for kids!  A
well-planned playspace can also serve as a community meeting place, a relaxing
outdoor park, and a setting for adult recreation. Think about planning an inviting "play
environment" to surround the playground itself. Natural features such as trees, shrubs,
rocks and gardens create additional play opportunities and add to the beauty of the
space. Benches and shade structures encourage adult supervision, and walking paths
or exercise stations get those adults moving. Side projects are also a great way to get
more people involved in the planning and construction of the playspace. Talk to your
co-chair(s) about which projects might work best for your site, your budget, and your
community's needs.

Side PProjects: TTurning aa PPlaySpace iinto aa CCommunity SSpace

Benches

Picnic Tables

Murals

Mosaics

Tricycle Paths

Chess and Checker Tables

Birdhouses/feeders

Gazebos

Planting Trees

Raised Flower Beds

Community Garden Plots

Open Air Theater

Outdoor Classroom

Country or World Map

Trash Receptacles

Flag Poles

Hopscotch Markings

Walking Paths

Four-Square Markings

Shuffleboard Markings

Double Dutch Posts

Basketball Hoops

Volleyball Nets

Sand Boxes

Fences

Water Play

Science Gardens

Plastic Painting Panels

Shade Canopies

Water-Misting System

Sculptures

Arched Entryways

Wooden Planter Boxes

Interpretive Nature Signs

Rocker Benches

Tetherball Poles

Rock Garden

Vine Trellis

Message Board/Kiosk

Adult Exercise Stations

Backgammon Tables

Herb or "Pizza" Garden

C R E A T E !
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Tools Needed
As construction captain, one of your main tasks is to collect all the machinery, tools and
construction materials for the playspace build. You should already have an idea of what
you'll need for major site prep. Talk to your play-equipment representative about tools
for playspace assembly, and decide how you'll transport your safety surfacing onto the
playground. (For loose-fill surfacing like mulch or sand, we recommend having teams
of volunteers carry loads of surfacing on plastic tarps; this is inexpensive and puts a lot
of people to work. Save wheelbarrows for mixing concrete!)  Your playspace design and
number of volunteer builders will influence your tool needs, but this standard
KaBOOM! list should get you started:

Tools & Materials List

Item Use
Post-hole diggers adjusting post holes

Heavy digging bars adjusting playground posts

8 ft. ladders placing decks and components
on structures

6 ft. ladders placing decks and components
on structures

8lb sledgehammers securing playground borders
(loose-fill surfacing)

3lb sledgehammers securing playground borders
(loose-fill surfacing)

Tape measures equipment assembly, side projects

Ratchets equipment assembly

Wrenches equipment assembly

Concrete securing the playground posts

Garden hoes mixing concrete

Water hoses mixing concrete

Spray nozzles mixing concrete

Wheelbarrows mixing/mixing concrete

Pointed shovels placing concrete in holes, moving surfacing

Garden rakes spreading surfacing on playground

16'x10' tarps transporting surfacing

Garbage cans clean-up

Trash bags clean-up

Rags clean wet concrete off playground equipment

Compound mitre saw side projects using wood (e.g. benches)

Saw horses side projects using wood (e.g. benches)

Note: Most pre-fabricated play equipment requires specialized sockets, allen keys, nuts,

bolts, border stakes and other hardware. Your representative or installer will bring

these, or they will be included with your equipment order.

Many people will
offer to bring power

tools. Remember the
essence of a community

build - "many hands make
light work"!  In KaBOOM!

experience, the presence of
numerous power tools on a
community-build project is
dangerous and unnecessary.
Some (like a power saw)
may be absolutely

necessary, but others just
take jobs away from

volunteers and present
an additional safety

hazard.
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The PlaySpace Committee
Over the next several months, you will be in constant contact with your co-chair(s) and
fellow Team captains. If you don't already know them, introduce yourself now!  Ask your
co-chair(s) for a complete listing of everyone's names and contact information,
including the best time to call.

Team Roles & Responsibilities
As you probably already know, each member of the central planning committee

(including you!) will head up his or her own team of volunteers. Each of the other
team's tasks is as follows:

Children's (and Youth) Activities Team: This team is responsible for getting
children and youth involved in every aspect of the project. This includes
planning Design Day and Build Day activities for young people, as well as child-
friendly fundraisers and promotional events. The Children's Team will also
arrange child care during community meetings and fundraisers.

Food Team: This team is responsible for feeding volunteers during planning
meetings, Design Day and the playspace build. They will be soliciting food
donations throughout the community.

Fundraising Team: This team will raise all of the cash needed for the project.
This is a huge job; be sure to consult with them when creating and managing
your budget, and when choosing businesses to solicit.

Logistics Team: This team will work behind the scenes to make sure everything
runs smoothly-they arrange for meeting spaces throughout the planning, plus

Build Day parking, restroom facilities, electricity/water hook-up, tents, tables and
chairs. They will also coordinate deliveries and storage of play equipment and

surfacing, as well as site security.

Public Relations Team: These folks are the project bullhorn!  It's their responsibility to
make sure that everyone in town knows about the upcoming build. They will work

closely with local media and will also produce all promotional flyers, banners and posters.

Safety Team: This team has two main responsibilities: making sure that the playspace build
is safe for everyone involved, and educating local children about playspace safety. Be aware
that they may be soliciting donations of bottled water, hard hats, work gloves, caution tape
and other safety materials. They'll also be responsible for creating safety-rules handouts,
monitoring volunteers' health during the build, and providing a skill-tagging system for
volunteers.

Volunteer Recruitment Team: Every playspace needs people to build it!  If your community is
using volunteer labor to install the playspace, this team will be responsible for recruiting
those hard-working people.

Use teamwork for
better results!  You'll
need to work closely with
the rest of the planning
committee, particularly the
Fundraising Team Captain
and the Safety Team Captain,
to make sure that you're not
soliciting donations from the
same people or businesses.
You'll also work with the
Volunteer Recruitment
captain to estimate the
number of volunteers
needed, break up large
tasks, and oversee
the build.
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Part of the community-build philosophy is the belief that every community has within
it the resources, the skills and the materials to create positive change. By tapping those
local resources, you're not just building a playspace, you're building community
capacity!

Set yourself a goal of getting every piece of machinery, every tool and every bag of
concrete donated or loaned to the project. Where in your community can you find what
you need?  Write down every resource you can think of - people, businesses,
organizations, and institutions. Remember that personal connections between friends,
family, schoolmates, co-workers and neighbors are your key to the city!  Start with the
people you know and build a network from the inside out. The tables below will help
get you thinking of potential community assets:

Individuals
This is just a small sampling!  

Neighbors Family
Co-workers Friends
Alumni Grandparents
Playspace Landowner Business Owners

Organizations/Institutions
When people are linked together as a group, they represent another level of 
community skills and resources. Some organizations may be willing to loan you the
tools you need, donate materials, or co-sponsor a "tool bank" donation program.
They also have large membership networks … take advantage of their people 
power!

Labor unions High school woodshop classes
Service organizations Business associations
Fraternal organizations Youth organizations
Athletic organizations Cultural organizations
Neighborhood organizations Churches
Military bases/U.S. National Guard Universities/Community Colleges
Parks Departments Hospitals
Libraries Social service agencies
Fire/Police Departments School maintenance staffs
Habitat for Humanity/Youth Build Gardening clubs
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Local Businesses to Consider

Construction companies Factories/plants
Indoor sports facilities Discount superstores
Hardware Stores Gardening suppliers
Lumber stores Home-improvement retailers
Tool dealers Utilities/Public works
Fencing contractors Nurseries/Foresters
Cable TV companies Pole-barn contractors
Cord wood retailers Tool dealers/distributors
Rental companies Landscaping companies

B O L T S !
NU
T S
!
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Whew!  Do you finally feel like you're getting somewhere?  Although you're still in the
early stages, the truth is that 95% of this project is in the planning. Plan carefully now,
and the build itself will be a breeze!  Now that you've done your homework, it's time to
create a plan of action. You also need help … you're not a true team captain until you
have a team behind you!    

Bringing in machinery, tools and materials should be your first priority, and tailoring
your approach is the key to success. Before you go out and ask for donations, consider
why each person, business, or organization might want to contribute to your project.
Have they been involved with children, recreation, or community projects in the past?
Are they related to someone who will use the playspace?  Will an improved community
space, with decreased crime and more foot traffic, help their business?  Will they receive
public recognition on posters and banners?  Talk to your co-chair(s) and fundraising
captain about crafting a pitch and setting up "sponsorship packages" for businesses
that contribute substantially. Below is a brief summary of the ways that people can
contribute. Review these and then draw up a list of your best bets for tool and material
donors.

Ways to Contribute:
Store Credit. Retailers may be willing to extend a certain amount of store credit so that
you can buy what you need for free. This is ideal for materials like lumber and concrete
that will be used in construction.

Donation of Tools. If a retailer or brand-name tool dealer is trying to promote a specific
brand of tools, they may be willing to donate a few as an advertising stunt. All of your
volunteers are potential customers!  Being affiliated with your project is great publicity.

Tool Loans. Individuals and organizations may be willing to loan you their tools for the
duration of the playspace build. Promise them that their tools will be returned in the
same condition, or you will replace them. If they want, they can watch over the tools as
build volunteers!
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Pitching tto SSponsors

Approaching large sponsors doesn't have to be intimidating!  Procedures vary
from place to place, but here's a good way to start:

1. Call and ask to speak to the CEO, president, public relations director, or 
community affairs director. Tell anyone and everyone you can about your 
project, and about the potential role for their organization as a major sponsor.

2. Set up a face-to-face meeting with the appropriate person. This is key!  It's 
much harder to say no in person.

3. Prepare a written proposal (with a cover letter) outlining your committee or 
organization's history and membership, the playspace's potential benefit to 
the community, your budget details, and your specific donation request.
Describe how becoming involved in the playspace project will benefit this 
organization; if you are offering a publicity package, include details on what 
they'll receive and when. Keep in mind that big businesses will take your 
request more seriously if you are already working with other sponsors or 
organizations, so include that information. (Your fundraising captain will 
create a similar proposal for general sponsors.)

4. During the meeting, briefly summarize your pitch and hand over the proposal.
You might want to bring additional materials, particularly photos or letters 
from children. Tell them how much of a donation you're asking for but don't
push them for an immediate answer. Most organizations will need time to 
review the proposal and authorize the project.

5. Let them know that you'll follow up with a phone call in case they have
any questions.

6. If the answer is no, ask them if they can think of any other businesses that 
might be interested in your proposal - a referral is a great way to get in the 
door somewhere else!

7. If the answer is yes, follow up with a call as your playspace build approaches.
Talk to them about their inclusion in the build and the Ribbon-Cutting 
Ceremony, and work with the public relations captain to recognize
them appropriately.

Donation of Labor. For major site-prep tasks, you may need not only heavy machinery
but also a skilled person to operate it. Contractors may be willing to donate their
employees' labor to your project. You should also mention to any potential donor that
you're looking for build volunteers; they can spread word to their employees and/or
offer incentives for volunteering.
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Potential Tool & Material Donors
Name of Organization/Business Contact Person Item(s)
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Your plans are only as good as the people who will implement them - so look for people
you trust!  Your Construction Team members will help you solicit tools and materials,
coordinate site prep, and manage volunteers during the build. You might want someone
with fundraising or business experience for solicitations; for those who are interested in
leading specific build projects, leadership ability is more important than construction
skills - get people who will motivate and include all volunteers present. (See "Recruiting
Build Captains" on pg. 31)  And everyone who represents the project in the community
should be positive, energetic and professional. Does anyone come to mind?  Go recruit
them!  Aim for 2-4 regular team members, and reach out to diverse segments of the
community. While you're recruiting, keep a list of people who are interested but too
busy; they may come in handy when you're recruiting extra build captains.

Potential Team Members:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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The next step is to propose a regular schedule for Construction Team meetings. This
may be something to discuss when recruiting your members. How often would you like
to meet?  Where and for how long?  Do your volunteers have potential scheduling
conflicts?  Do they need childcare?  Does anyone have long vacations planned?  Be
thoughtful and considerate toward your team members' other commitments; they'll
thank you for it!  

Upon hearing about the playspace project, your first question may have been: What's it 
going to cost?  Your Co-chair(s) probably had a general figure in mind, but now you
should have a better idea of exactly what you'll need and how much it will cost. During
the coming weeks, continue to price out tools and materials in your area. You won't
know the exact cost of equipment and fees until after Design Day, so record rough
estimates for now. See the Workbook Appendix for a complete guide to playspace
budgets.

Construction Mini-Budget

Item Amount Needed

Play-Equipment Company
Fees & Expenses:

Surfacing Company
Fees & Expenses:

Site Preparation:

Build Tools & Materials:

TOTAL:

KaBOOM! strongly recommends setting a series of small, tangible goals at the outset of
a project; it keeps you and your team motivated and focused. If your co-chair(s) haven't
confirmed build date(s) as of yet, work with the entire planning committee to agree on
an ideal timeline. Then work backward to fill in construction team tasks such as tool
solicitation and site prep. Here's a sample timeline for your team; feel free to create your
own!
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Your Deadline

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

Tasks To Be Completed

Create Solicitation Strategy

Construction Team Meeting #1

Begin Tool Solicitation Process, Round 1

Dig "Test Holes"

Send Soil Samples for Testing

Construction Team Meeting #2

Follow Up With Round 1 Donors

Begin Tool Solicitation Process, Round 2

Construction Team Meeting #3

Schedule Major Site Prep Tasks

Follow Up with Round 2 Donors

Construction Team Meeting #4

Complete Major Site Prep Tasks

Recruit Additional Build Captains

Complete Tool Solicitation

Purchase Remaining Tools & Materials

Confirm Installer
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Your Deadline

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

By:

Tasks To Be Completed

Request Final Utility Check

Place Confirmation Calls to Donors

Construction Team Meeting #5

Train Build Captains

BUILD DAYS!!

Complete Punch List

Send Thank You's

Train for Maintenance Inspections

E X C I T E !

F L I P !
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MILE 3: ORGANIZE

Are you having fun yet?  You've still got a lot of ground to cover, but you're well
prepared and if you plan carefully during this stage, your team will go into cruise control
in the miles ahead. Keep your foot on the gas … it's time to rally support in your
community!

21

BOUNC E !

S KI P !
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Once you have a few loyal volunteers recruited, it's time to get down to work. A first
meeting sets the tone for your entire project, so try to be professional, organized and
energetic. Oh, and don't forget about the fun!  Remind your team of the joys of play and
they'll carry that energy back to the community.

It's always important to establish a clear objective and an agenda for each meeting.
Show up on time, be prepared and set time limits for each item; everyone appreciates a
productive meeting, and your team members will be more likely to show up next time!
Here are some topics that you might want to address at your first Construction Team
meeting:

1. Personal introductions

2. Review the playspace project

3. Discuss your overall solicitation goals and strategies

4. Brainstorm community resources and personal connections

5. Delegate team tasks: solicitation, site prep planning, managing volunteers on 
Build Day(s)

6. Assign responsibility for utility check and soil testing

7. Set specific goals for your next meeting

22

HAR DW A R E !

T OO
L S !
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These five checklists are designed to break your planning tasks into manageable
chunks … we know how overwhelming this job can be!  Look these over now to see
what lies ahead, and use them as a guide to create more specific checklists for the
members of your team.

Construction Team Checklist #1
Formed Construction Team; held first team meeting.
Drafted a Construction Team planning timeline (tool collection, site prep, etc.)
Drafted a construction budget estimate (including design fees, labor and 
machinery for site prep, materials, shipping, storage, tools and installer fees.)
Mapped tool/material assets in the community (individuals, groups, businesses).
Made initial list of construction tools and machinery needed.

Construction Team Checklist #2
Performed initial utility check; dug test holes.
Approached potential in-kind tool & material donors.
Began soliciting tools and materials from the community.

Construction Team Checklist #3
Tools and materials solicitation process underway.
Brainstormed a list of potential build captains.
Requested utility check.
Confirmed source of site-prep machinery.
Scheduled major site-prep tasks: removal of old/unsafe equipment, site grading 
and/or excavation. (if applicable)
Recruited 6-10 site-prep volunteers.

Construction Team Checklist #4
Tool solicitation completed; purchase of remaining tools underway.
Established list of emergency sources for tools.
Established system for tool distribution and collection during Build Day(s).
Completed major site prep (e.g. grading/excavation, removal of old/unsafe
play equipment).
Obtained final clearance to dig from utility company.
Recruited build captains.
Confirmed installer for site prep and Build Day(s).
Discussed a plan for training maintenance staff immediately after the build.
(Coordinate with bo-chairs and safety captain.)

Construction Team Checklist #5: One Week to Go
Purchased remaining tools/materials.
Created post-build "punch list."
Completed confirmation calls to tool donors.
Scheduled build captain training session.
Reviewed installer agreement (with co-chair)

MILE 3: ORGANIZE
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As a project leader, you simply can't do everything alone. That's why you have team
members!  A large part of your job will be to motivate, instruct, advise and help others
as they implement your plan. Remember that delegating responsibility usually
enhances a project, because jobs get done by people who have a special skill in that
area. It also helps everyone practice their management skills and get more out of the
project. This, in turn, will improve accountability and make for a truly "community-built"
playspace.

But that's not all!  Being a leader also means keeping meetings on track and managing
time wisely. Hone your team captain skills with these simple tips:

Delegate complete jobs rather than portioning out small tasks. Team members
aren't there to do your "busy work"!  If you put your trust in them, they'll rise to the
occasion and give you a more creative, thoughtful response.

Clarify the job before delegating. Make very clear your expectations, the job's
priority, the deadline, who can help them, and how this task fits into the big picture.

Give help when requested. And not before then!  It's important to step back, resist the
urge to micromanage, and let your team members do their work. (But be there in a
pinch.)

Listen. Repeat what you've heard to make sure you understood. Pay attention to non-
verbal behavior (gestures, posture, tone of voice). Put yourself in their shoes.

Take notes. At every meeting, it's important to record what was accomplished, what
new goals or deadlines were set, and who said what.

Agree upon meeting procedures. Who will speak and in what order?  What topics will
be discussed?  Having fair and consistent procedures will keep people focused during
lengthy meetings.

Set time limits. Meetings tend to go on until someone stops them. Let people know
how much time they have to speak, and stick to it.

24
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Design Day is one of the things that really sets a community-build playspace project
apart - imagine children dreaming up their ideal playspaces, and then actually
discussing their ideas with a professional equipment designer!  A successful Design Day
will really draw attention to the project and raise the level of excitement in your
community. It also gives children a direct sense of ownership toward the space, teaches
them about volunteerism, and addresses parent concerns.

For the Construction Team, Design Day is a rare chance to sit back and enjoy watching
the other teams work!  Because the eventual design will influence your preparations,
site layout and volunteer assignments, it's a good idea to be involved in the discussion.
You can also get to know your play-equipment representative, if he or she will be
present. Finally, as the resident construction expert, you can give your input in case of
confusion or disagreements.

Design Day Date & Time:

Location:

V I S I O
N !

MILE 4: DESIGN
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Are we there yet? You're over half way to your goal now, and your early planning and
organizing should begin to pay off. Focus on motivating your team members, tracking
progress and gearing up for the build. Every mistake is a chance to learn and do better
next time, so don't let setbacks drag you down. It's a bumpy road, but you've got the
resources and the spirit to push on through. Rev your engine!

Construction TTeam WWorkbook
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I M AG I
N E !

D R E A M S!
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Check in with your team members on a regular basis to make sure that you're all
moving forward. Here are a few questions to nail down the details:

Utility Check. Have test holes been dug at the site?  Does your team foresee any 
problems with underground utilities?

Soil Testing. Have soil samples come back from the lab?  What were the results?

Tool & Material Solicitation. Has your team had any success getting tools and 
materials donated?  What do you still need?  How is your approach working?  Have
you brainstormed new potential donors?

Site Prep Planning. Has your team secured the necessary machinery for major site
prep?  Do you have an operator?  Has the work been scheduled?  When is it?

Don't Have Enough Tools for the Build?

• Have the recruitment captain request that all volunteers bring their own tools
to the build. Make sure to label them! 

• Get in touch with city agencies or park districts to lend out tools for the build.

• Contact local construction companies to provide tools or materials instead of 
cash support. Don't forget to thank them publicly! 

WR E NC
H E S !

H AMM E R S !
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Now that you have your playspace design in hand, it's time to turn your attention to the
build itself. Specifically, you'll need to divide all the jobs that will be carried out during
the build into separate, smaller tasks that can be managed by teams of volunteers and
led by individual Build Captains. Talk to your play-equipment representative about the
best approach for your playspace, or follow the general guidelines below:

Minor Site Prep Tasks
Marking the Site: Just before the actual build, you'll need to mark the location of the
playspace perimeter and all the equipment post holes. This requires a skilled volunteer
or professional installer. It's up to you to choose the exact location and orientation of
the equipment, but you can ask your installer for advice. Make sure that you orient the
"transfer station" (low steps or a platform where children with disabilities can pull
themselves onto the structure) toward a wheelchair-accessible entrance to the play
area.

Digging the Holes: You've probably already discussed how you're going to accomplish
this. If you're using heavy machinery, limit the number of volunteers present to 10.
Note: If you're removing old play equipment from the site, make sure that you remove
any concrete "footers" before you dig!  After digging is complete, most installers will use
a transit to make sure that all of the holes are level and of equal depth. We also
recommend placing a round patio tile at the bottom of each hole to stabilize the post.

Inventorying Play Equipment: When your equipment arrives, it will be a jumble of
parts with strange numbers and bar-code markings. Set up a system for checking each
piece against the sales order to ensure that all of your equipment has arrived intact. It's
also a good idea to sort and mark all the pieces according to their destination (activity
panel, peak roof, arch bridge, etc.); this will eliminate confusion and allow volunteers to
get right to work. This is particularly important if you are planning a one or two-day
build with large numbers of volunteers.

Sorting Hardware: These are the real nuts and bolts (and connectors and clamps) of
the playspace!  You will receive hundreds and hundreds of pieces, each with a special
place on the playspace. If you don't sort them ahead of time, you'll witness COMPLETE
CHAOS as build captains and volunteers try to find the pieces they need. Our solution
is this: Get the specifications book from your play-equipment company. Label a
separate bucket for each major play component (e.g. "spiral slide," "transfer station,"
"crawl tube," etc.). Using the specs book, count out all the hardware necessary for each
component and throw it into the bucket. Whenever possible, leave hardware inside its
plastic bags; this will reduce the chances of a mix-up.

Labeling Tools: If you haven't labeled donated tools with the names of their owners,
be sure to do so before the build. You should also set up a system for checking tools in
and out, and tracking them throughout the day … it's easy for tools to walk away!
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Team Assignments for a Volunteer Build
Main Structure, Decks and Posts: This team will assemble, install and level the main
decks of the playspace. This is the skeleton of the structure, so it's important to get it
right; if you are hiring a professional installer, he or she will probably lead this team.
Limit participation to no more than 12 volunteers at a time.

Main Structure, Components Teams: Depending on the size of your playspace, you'll
need 2-5 teams to assemble and attach the playspace components - e.g. slides, tubes,

bridges, climbers and anything else attached to the main structure. In one day, a team
of 8-10 volunteers can usually assemble and attach components for up to three

decks. (So if your main structure has six decks, you'll need two teams of
volunteers or two days to do it.)  Limit participation on each team to no more

than twelve volunteers at a time.

Free Standing Components Team: These volunteers will assemble
components not attached to the main structure: swings, bounce buttons,
rock walls, drums, rockers, see-saws, etc. Again, one team should be able to
assemble and install three components per day. Limit participation to no
more than 12 volunteers at a time.

Safety Surfacing: If you are installing loose-fill surfacing (mulch, sand,
shredded tires, etc.), you'll need a large team to transfer it onto the
playspace by hand (e.g. using tarps, wheelbarrows or buckets). This is the
most labor-intensive and time-consuming build task, so assign as many
volunteers as possible and get started early. As long as they don't

interfere with the post holes or installation process, volunteers can and
should be moving surfacing throughout the day.

Playspace Border and Mixing Concrete. "Playspace border" refers to the
containment system for loose-fill surfacing, typically a plastic or wooden

barrier that is anchored by metal stakes. Concrete is used to secure the
playspace posts. We've grouped these tasks together for two reasons: (1) because

they are both relatively short and (2) because borders should be installed first thing
in the morning, while concrete mixing needs to wait until the playspace decks and

components are ready to be installed. If you assign a single team of volunteers to both
tasks, they'll be busy throughout the day. Limit participation to 12 volunteers at a time.

Side Projects. You'll need a separate team of volunteers for each side project
(landscaping, benches, murals, gardens, etc.). Because these projects are often creative
and open-ended, there's no limit to how many people can participate. For safety's sake,
we recommend taking care of any cutting and sawing operations in advance, before
dozens of volunteers and their children show up!  If this is impractical, make sure to
designate a separate, marked-off area where cutting and/or power tools will be used.

MILE 5: COORDINATE
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These assignments
assume that volunteers
will be present for the
entire day. If you have
volunteers working in shorter
shifts,you may want break the
tasks down even further - for
example, have a team of 3-5
people assemble the
components for just one deck.
That way, they'll be able to
complete a task and feel a
sense of ownership!
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Skill-Level Tagging & Site Safety

Once you divide the build into manageable tasks, you'll need to decide which jobs
require specialized skills. If someone with construction experience were to show
up, where would you put them?  Do you want unskilled volunteers leveling decks
or fastening hardware?  This is also a personal-safety issue; unskilled volunteers
shouldn't be handling power tools or doing heavy lifting. Work with your Safety
and recruitment captains to create a system of labeling volunteers' name tags with
an appropriate skill level, and make sure the people signing in and assigning
volunteers are in the loop. Another option is to pre-assign volunteers; not only
does this give you more control, it also helps volunteers build team spirit and
prepare for the day. Ask them to collect pledges as a team! It's also important to
decide which safety accessories are required, and for how many people. Draw up
a list and discuss it with your safety captain; he or she can be responsible for
soliciting or purchasing the items. Remember that it's better to have too many
than too few! 

Safety Accessories Hard hats Plywood to cover holes
Safety goggles Work gloves Ear plugs
Back braces Dust masks Fire extinguisher

M U L C H !

S HO
V E L
S !
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If your build goes as planned, there will be dozens of volunteers working
simultaneously, and you can't supervise them all!  You'll need a volunteer leader or
"build captain" to oversee each of the projects outlined above. Members of the
Construction Team are your best candidates, but you'll probably need to recruit
additional people. As you begin brainstorming a list of potential nominees, remember
that the most important quality a build captain can have is leadership, not construction

experience. Look for people who can motivate, inspire and facilitate groups of
people. Remember, building a playspace isn't rocket science - build captains can

be trained in the construction skills they need!  

Roles & Responsibilities of Build Captains 
Facilitators: The operation runs more smoothly when the volunteers are
closely managed. Build captains should become familiar with their
construction tasks and remain with their teams throughout the build.

Team Builders: Volunteers have a more rewarding Build Day experience
when they work together, and when they feel that they're genuinely
contributing. Build captains should encourage people to pool their
efforts, and keep their eyes open for signs that one person is dominating
the work and the team.

Communicators: Volunteers need guidance and assurance, especially
when assembling unfamiliar equipment. The build captain is the person

they should turn to with any construction questions. Instruct your build
captains to first check the installation instructions themselves - and to try

to use their own good judgment!  For questions that a build captain cannot
answer, he or she should come talk to you or the professional playspace

installer.

Tool Pros: Build captains should be responsible for distributing tools among their
team members, and for the tools' safe return at the end of the day. Make sure build

captains can identify all of the tools they'll need. If you're concerned about security, you
might establish a system whereby build captains are the only people "authorized" to
approach the tool storage area.

Safety Monitors: Educate your build captains on possible safety hazards - the more
eyes, the better!  Common safety hazards include improper use of machinery and tools,
tools lying around, volunteers not taking rest/water breaks, improper installation, and
children on the construction site.

Try to choose
build captains who are
experienced but do not
have a domineering
personality. Sometimes the
build captains themselves
insist on doing everything, to
the disappointment of
volunteers.
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Your co-chair(s) will need your help in creating a detailed site layout that shows the
location of all the teams' activities. To do your part, start by sketching the location and
orientation of the playspace (including where each piece of equipment will go) and any
side projects. Then indicate where you'd like to see the following activities: equipment
assembly, side project assembly, tool storage, tool check-in, the safety surfacing pile, and
cutting/sawing operations. Take into consideration where items will be dropped off,
and how far they need to be transported (especially heavy materials like dry concrete).
Note where fences, trees, or hills will prevent easy movement.

An official Build Timetable is another way to make sure that everyone is on the same
page … literally!  It's essentially a script for site prep and build days, a single document
that pulls together all the teams' activities and lists them in order. To make one, your co-
chair(s) will want a detailed Construction Team schedule including your arrival times,
tasks, who will be participating, and what tools are needed. (Be sure to consult your
installer before finalizing.)  Use the Sample Build Day Timetable in the Appendix as a guide.

TOO L B O X !

B I T S !
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As you begin to prepare for the big day, it's important to expect the unexpected and plan
for all contingencies. Avoid rescheduling your build … with sound planning, any situation
can be dealt with!  In the case of foul weather, you can still have a great and successful day;
your logistics just need to change and you may need to consider alternate plans for site
preparation (e.g. no power tools). Special arrangements will also need to be made for
indoor storage of tools, equipment, and materials - especially dry concrete!  During the build

itself, here are a few things to keep in mind when the weatherman delivers the bad news:

Rain
Expect fewer volunteers. Prioritize your projects: Playspace construction comes

first, then installation of safety surfacing, and then any side projects that don't
require electrical machinery.

Keep everyone and everything as safe and dry as possible. The other team
captains will work on getting ponchos and rain tents. Remind volunteers to
take extra caution; muddy ground and slippery surfaces can create slip-and-
fall hazards. Rain can also ruin the installation instructions; have them
laminated or bring plastic page protectors. Make sure you stash an extra
copy of the instructions inside somewhere. Once the rain lets up, remember
to dry off all tools to prevent rusting.

Reinforce the holes during site prep. If you're digging post holes in severe
rain, the holes may start to "cave in" as you dig. The best remedy is to insert
fiber tube forms (Sonotubes) of the same diameter as the post holes. These
are available from hardware or home-improvement stores, and they will

support the sides of the holes until you install your equipment. The tubes may
be longer than you need, but they are easily cut with a saw. Cover the holes

with plywood or another durable cover until the build. Additionally, a sump
pump can be rented or purchased (electricity and hose required) to remove any

water that may have collected since the site-prep day(s). If heavy rain is predicted
for Build Day(s), you may want to consider having gravel laid down for the safety of

the volunteers building. However, this needs to be coordinated a few weeks in
advance.

Just in case, do set a rain date with your installer. The final decision to postpone the
build should always rest with the project co-chair(s).

Extreme Temperatures
Watch out for sun and heat! Rain is not the only weather that poses a hazard. When it
becomes hot, volunteers should be reminded to drink lots of water and wear sunscreen.

Severe Weather
In severe weather emergencies, evacuate the site. Although playspaces can be installed
under most weather conditions, your safety captain should prepare an evacuation plan in
case the build site does become dangerous.

Regardless of the
weather forecast, it's a
good idea to purchase
extra tarps for covering dry
concrete overnight. You
never know when a light
rain or heavy dew might
come along!
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As construction captain, you're in an ideal position to set up a long-term maintenance
plan as soon as the playspace is installed. You're familiar with the equipment and
surfacing materials, you know how they're supposed to look and function … and you'll
probably be most upset if anything happens to the playspace!  With simple, routine
maintenance, it will stay clean and safe for years to come. Ask your play-equipment
representative about what maintenance forms and supplies you'll be receiving; your co-
chair(s) also have some weekly and bi-monthly checklists from KaBOOM!. Work with
your co-chair(s) and the safety captain to set up post-build maintenance trainings for
kids, parents and the regular maintenance staff; you should also create a system for
recording and filing maintenance reports. After the build you'll have a strong base of
support, so make maintenance a community effort!

Construction TTeam WWorkbook
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S A F
E T Y
!

L E V E L S !

S OCK E T S !
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Your playspace build is just around the corner, and some important last-minute
preparations will ensure a fun and successful event. This is your last chance to really nail
down construction details and coach your team for the big day … so fill up your gas
tank and step on it!
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SP IR
I T !

D A S H !
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Your installer is vital to the success of your build, so be sure to build a professional and
friendly relationship. Two-four weeks before the build, your co-chair(s) should set up a
phone call to discuss expectations and procedures; ask if you can sit in. Here are a few
issues to bring up during your conversation:

Role of the Build Captains. Installers are experts on play equipment, but they are
not necessarily experts on managing large numbers of volunteers. Help your co-
chair(s) explain the role that you and your build captains will play during the build.

Site Preparation/ Tools. If your installer is supervising site preparation, confirm the
scheduled dates and times. Make sure that he or she plans to bring any specialized
or playspace-specific tools.

PlaySpace Construction. On the day of the build, your installer should be a 
"hands-on" worker. It is the installer's job to direct volunteers toward specific tasks,
instruct volunteers on how to assemble various pieces of play equipment, and 
make sure that all playspace safety guidelines and requirements are met. The 
installer is there not only to install the equipment, but also to answer any questions
that arise during the installation process.

Safety Inspection/Maintenance. Once construction is complete, the installer 
should inspect the structure to make sure that everything is in proper working 
order. You should request a signed letter or certificate in which the installer "signs
off" on the job; in addition to giving you peace of mind, this is important for 
insurance and liability purposes. Depending on the terms of your agreement, the 
installer might also meet with your maintenance crew after the build to teach them
how to maintain the new equipment.

E X C I T E M E N T !
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If everything goes well at your build, you'll be caught up in the excitement and it will be
over before you know it!  That's exactly as it should be, but there are a few important
things to check and record before you call it a day. Having a ready-made "punch list" of
safety checks and follow-up tasks will ensure that you keep track of all the details.

Sample Post-Build Punch List
Written By:
Date:
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Effective leadership depends on being informed and prepared, so schedule a special
Build Captain training session during the week leading up to your build. In the training,
be sure to cover:

Personal Introductions. Your build captains may not know each other, so play a name
game and start building team spirit!

Site Logistics/Safety Rules. Point out the locations for playspace assembly,
restrooms, first aid, food service, water, cutting/sawing operations and children's
activities. Review basic safety rules, including age limits, safety accessories and
proper lifting.

Build Captain Roles & Responsibilities. Review the list of duties from
Mile 5. Stress that it's their job to make sure that volunteers are
participating and having a good time.

Team Assignments. Make sure that each build captain understands his
or her assignment, how many volunteers he or she will be managing, and
how his or her job fits into the big picture. Some assignments may seem
more exciting than others, so emphasize the importance of each and
every team for the overall fun, safety, and long life of the playspace. It
may help to put these expectations in writing; we've included sample
Build Captain Information Sheets in the Appendix.

Construction Basics. Depending on your own comfort level, you may
want to ask your installer to come out for a 15-20 minute installation
overview. This might include a demonstration of key hardware (like hex keys,
allen keys or different nuts and bolts), an explanation of clamps and
attachment types, and a quick guide to deck mounting. This is also the time to
give build captains any printed materials from your play equipment company
(such as Installation Guidelines) that may help them.

Review of the Build Schedule. Distribute the Build Day Timetable, and make sure that
your build captains understand the scheduling of the day, especially the following build
tasks:

Got mulch?
Hauling loose-fill

safety surfacing is a big
job. Station a few people

on top of the mulch pile
with rakes - they'll loosen

big clumps and push
surfacing to the ground
for easy shoveling. Then
volunteers at the bottom can
shovel loads onto plastic
tarps, which are shuttled

back and forth to the
playground by still more

volunteers.
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Volunteer Deployment: Explain where, when and how each build captain should
identify and gather his or her volunteers.

Playground Construction: This schedule varies from project to project, but it is 
always important to review the priorities and order of construction tasks.

Surfacing and Concreting: Make sure that build captains understand the basic 
surfacing requirements for safety and accessibility. Surfacing is usually a big job - if
any volunteers seem bored or under-employed, tell build captains to direct them to
the mulch pile!

Play Environment Side Projects: Remind everyone that in case of rain or a 
shortage of volunteers, side projects may be postponed. On the other hand, extra 
volunteers can be directed to spur-of-the-moment side projects!

Clean Up: Last but not least!  Build captains should be responsible for tool 
inventory and remind their volunteers to pick up after meals.
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Your co-chair(s) have probably scheduled a walk through, or "dress rehearsal," a day or
two before the build. This is your last chance to make sure that your co-chair(s), fellow
team captains, and build captains are all up to speed. When it's your turn, be sure to
answer the following questions:

• How and where will the equipment and hardware be organized/staged?

• How are the projects assigned, and how will volunteers be deployed for 
construction tasks?

• Once volunteers are assigned to a project, who will give them specific 
instructions?  Who is responsible for which project?

• How will tools be distributed and collected?

• What is the general overview of the installation process?

• What are some of the biggest safety hazards to look out for?
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IT'S HERE!!  Of all the team captains, the build is probably your biggest day. Even though
you'll be busy throughout, be sure to take the time to roll up your sleeves, get dirty, and
enjoy yourself!  You deserve a big reward for working so hard to change a child's world.
Here's an overview of your major tasks:

CH E
E R !
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Tools/Materials/Hardware
• Set up tool table with check-in and out system
• Remind volunteers to carefully follow instructions, and always ask for help if 

they're not sure about specific hardware
• Inventory tools at the end of the day

Construction
• Check in with each build captain periodically
• Relay important instructions from the installer to Build Captains

and volunteers
• With the assistance of the installer, make final calls on

installation issues

Volunteer Deployment
• Work with recruitment tTeam to assign each volunteer to a 

specific project
• Continually check in with build captains to make sure they have

the right number of volunteers
• Prioritize jobs in the event that you have too few volunteers

Safety
• Accompany the installer when he/she is conducting a final safety

check of all fasteners (must be tightened in accordance with 
torque tightening specifications)

• Install drive rivets in accordance with installation instructions
• Check to see that volunteers are using tools and safety accessories 

correctly
• Keep children off the construction site
• Complete a punch list of all unfinished/incomplete items
• String up caution tape at the end of the day; remind all volunteers and all

children that the concrete MUST set for 24hrs before the equipment can be
used (to reduce temptation, do not attach swings until then)

FUN!
• If you're having fun, your volunteers will follow suit
• Encourage competition among the construction teams; reward prizes to the 

best or fastest groups
• Get on a bullhorn and lead a Hip, Hip, Let's Play!

To help volunteers
stay focused and

motivated,be sure to give
them continual progress

reports. People like to hear
what's going on, what other

teams are doing, and how
close to the goal they are. Be
sure to tell them what a great
job they're doing!!
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It's inevitable that minor delays and snags will crop up throughout the day, so don't
panic!  Here are some common build problems and their solutions:

Low Volunteer Turnout
Building the playspace should be your first priority. Use all the volunteers that you can
to install the play equipment, and then move on to other projects that will only be
tackled if there are enough volunteers.

Extra People Crowding the Site
A crowded site can become a safety hazard, so put everyone to work. Transporting
loose-fill surfacing is a huge job, so hand them a tarp or a wheelbarrow. Are you
keeping old play equipment?  Buy some cleaning supplies and something like ArmorAll
(to give extra uummpph to those slides!) and create a "playspace maintenance" crew.
Finally, think fast!  Look around the site and think of where you could spruce up the
landscape, paint fences or four-square markings, or help volunteer traffic flow more
smoothly.

Tools are Missing at the End of the Build
Volunteers often slip small hardware (like nuts and bolts) into their pockets to free up
their hands … and then forget about them!  Announce pocket checks every couple of
hours (lunch time and breaks are ideal) and ask volunteers to please turn out their
pockets before leaving.

An Important Material (e.g. Concrete) Runs Out
Quickly send a runner to go to the nearest store to pick up what's needed. Be sure to
have petty cash as well as a few cars readily available.

GAM E
S !
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Can you believe it?  YOU DID IT. The children and youth in your community have a
brand new playspace that will serve their physical, social and developmental needs for
years to come. Before you go home and get a great night's sleep, there's one last thing
to do - make sure that the playspace has been properly installed. Your installer should
"sign off" on the job with a formal inspection certificate; look it over and store it in a safe
place.

Depending on the agreement you've made, your installer might also meet with your
playspace maintenance crew to brief them on the new structure. Anyone who will be
responsible for ongoing maintenance checks should become familiar with the
playspace components now, while they are in mint condition; take advantage of
your installer's presence to ask questions. You should also make sure that you have
inspection forms and a maintenance kit for the new equipment.

S T R E NGT
H !

CONN ECT!
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Thanks to your efforts, your community is now a better place for children and their
families. Great work!  You've shown people what can happen when citizens fight for
positive change, and you've created a working model for future projects. To make sure
that these seeds of change grow and blossom in the years ahead, we suggest taking a
few simple steps toward maintaining your playspace and its network of supporters:

1) Return tools and clean the site. Make sure to return or replace all donated tools.
Unused materials should be cleared from the site, and dumpsters should be 
emptied or hauled away.

2) Complete the punch list and coordinate maintenance trainings. Immediately 
begin implementing the maintenance plan that you drafted prior to the build, and
make sure that someone takes over responsibility for regular maintenance checks.
Consider investing in the KaBOOM! PlaySpace Owner's Manual!

3) Send thank-you letters. Can you think of people who deserve a special thank you
for their hard work and support?  Let them know!  By taking the time to recognize
them and make them feel appreciated, you ensure that they'll stay involved in your
community in the future. For many people, the thrill of participating in a playspace
build is the start of a lifelong commitment to service.

4) Evaluate your planning process. If you had to do it all over again, what would you
do differently?  What worked, and what flopped?  Your experience will prove 
invaluable to community organizers down the road, so take the time to record your
team's thoughts on the evaluation form in the Appendix.

Y E A H !
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5) Contribute to a "Friends of the Playspace" Group. Your Co-chair(s) or fellow 
team captains may be interested in forming an ongoing group to support the 
maintenance and programming of your new playspace. Construction Team 
members can contribute their talents by designing future side projects to enhance
the play environment, organizing community clean-up/repair days, and 
participating in future programs and fundraisers. This is only the beginning! 

Now that you've completed your journey with us, we at KaBOOM! would like to say a big
THANK YOU for changing a child's world!  You have a lot of fellow travelers on the road
to stronger communities, and it's an honor for us to be a part of the movement for play.
Contact us and tell us your story!

BR IGH
T!

PL AY FUL!
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Community-Build PlaySpace Budget Narrative
Building a Budget: Expenses Worksheet

Sample Build Timetable
Sample Confirmation Letter

Sample Solicitation Letter
Build Captain Information Sheets

Team Evaluation Form
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Play-Equipment Company Fees & Expenses
Design Day Fees: Any fees and expenses paid to your play-equipment company for
your representative's time, travel, lodging, etc. specifically for Design Day

Design Production Fees: Any fees paid to your play-equipment company for
developing and/ or revising your playspace design

Play Equipment and Materials: Physical pieces purchased from your play-equipment
company, including any loose-fill surfacing containment system and permanent safety
signs

Shipping and Handling: Costs for shipping play equipment and any hardware, tools,
etc. from the play-equipment company to your site

Sales Tax: Taxes for play equipment and shipping charges. (Some states charge a sales
tax on shipping and handling fees)

Site Preparation/Installation Fees and Expenses: Labor costs and out-of-pocket
expenses (including travel/ lodging) for your company representative and/or installer
to supervise site preparation and installation of the playspace

Surfacing Company Fees & Expenses
Safety Surfacing & Materials: Surfacing materials (loose-fill or unitary) purchased
from your vendor. May include liners, drainage systems, and other supporting materials

Shipping and Handling: Costs for shipping surfacing to your site

Sales Tax: Taxes for surfacing materials and shipping charges

Installation Fees and Expenses: Labor costs and out-of-pocket expenses (including
travel/lodging) for professional installation of the surfacing. Generally necessary only
for poured-in-place rubber surfacing

Construction TTeam WWorkbook
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As you know, there are many, many items that factor into a community playspace
budget. When creating yours, it's important that you cover all possible bases…you
don't want your committee members reaching into their own pockets for unforeseen
costs!  This guide will explain each of the budget items included in your Building a
Budget Worksheets. It's a long list, but don't worry - not all of these items will be
relevant to your project, and most of them can be donated!
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Site Preparation
Site preparation is an important variable in playspace budgets, and careful planning can
reduce costs considerably. You may need to consult with your play-equipment
company representative or a local construction company to determine accurate price
estimates for your area. Note that these items are separate from pre-build site prep may
include any of the following:

Site Leveling/Grading: Machinery (and therefore skilled operators) may be required to
level an uneven site. Alternately, backfill can be brought in to build up the site.

Tearing Up Asphalt/Concrete: Depending on your site and the kind of safety
surfacing you choose, you may need to remove a concrete or asphalt slab. Professionals
usually do this work.

Pouring a Concrete Slab: If you choose a unitary fill surfacing (e.g. poured-in-place
rubber) and do not have a suitable base such as concrete, crushed stone or asphalt, you
will have to hire professionals to pour a concrete slab.

Removal of Old Play Equipment: If your play-equipment representative or other
safety inspector has determined that your old play equipment is unsafe, it will have to
be properly removed and disposed of. Don't forget to remove the concrete anchors
beneath the surface!

Drainage/Irrigation: Depending on your site and your plans for landscaping, you may
have to prepare a drainage or irrigation system. Consult with your surfacing vendor.

Digging Holes: For equipment that is not surface mount (bolted to a
concrete/asphalt/crushed stone surface), you will need to dig holes for the playground
posts. If you are hiring a professional installer, he/she will probably supervise this
process; include those fees and expenses under Site Preparation/Installation Fees. If you
choose to dig the holes on your own, a local construction company may be able to help
you.

Build Tools & Materials
Construction Tools: Hand tools and power tools for playspace and side-project
assembly, in addition to saw horses, wheelbarrows, and tarps for moving loose-fill
surfacing/covering dry cement. (See a sample tool list in the Construction Team
Workbook. Shipping/ delivery costs for these tools may also be a factor)

Construction Materials: May include cement, temporary fencing, duct tape, cleaning
solvents, trash bags, marking paint and tube forms (for supporting post holes.)  Include
shipping and/or delivery costs if applicable.
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Tool Van or Trailer: Storage for tools and materials during the project; choose a
vehicle (or shed) with doors that lock

Skilled Operators: Skilled personnel to operate heavy machinery such as a boom-
auger, compact track loader, forklift and/or backhoe. (For site preparation)

Additional Tools & Materials for Play Environment Side Projects:
These are entirely dependent upon your space, budget, involvement and interests. The
examples below are a tiny sampling of possible projects; feel free to create your own! 

Landscaping: Trees, shrubs, or plants add beauty and shade to your playspace area.

Wooden Benches: These encourage adult supervision and socialization. You'll need
lumber, cutting tools, a drill and extra hardware.

Shade Structures: Protect your kids from the sun!  Canopies can use canvas stretched
over a wood frame, or a traditional shingle construction. Allow six feet of clearance over
the play equipment.

Lighting: Install new lighting fixtures or wiring for added safety.

Fencing: Meant for safety purposes. May include a lockable gate to close the playspace
after dark.

Murals/ Mosaics/ Maps: Decorate nearby walls, fences, or pavement; this project can
involve children and local artists. Paintings and mosaics are an inexpensive way to add
beauty, culture and educational components to your play area.

Gardens: Bring out hobbyists and older folks with butterfly, vegetable, herb and/or
flower gardens. Can also be integrated into school science lessons.

Other: There are endless ways to promote creativity, recreation, education and beauty
in your playspace!

Sub-Total/ Total Expenses
Add up all of your cost estimates to arrive at your Sub-Total. When estimating your
budget, add a buffer of 5% in case of price changes or emergency supply needs. (To do
this, multiply the sub-total by 1.05.)  You now have your Total Expenses. This is how
much money you need to raise!
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Estimate your project costs and record actual expenditures with this budget worksheet.
Remember that not all of the items will be necessary for your particular playspace build,
and most of these items can be obtained as in-kind donations. This worksheet will help
you set fundraising goals, and it will prevent any hidden costs from popping up later in
your project.

How to Use This Worksheet:

Item
For explanations of individual items, refer to the Budget Items guide. Cross out those
items not relevant to your project!

Potential In-Kind (Yes/No)
If you think someone in your community might donate this item directly to your
project, write "yes."  This will help you identify potential cost-cutting areas. In Step 2,
you'll determine the actual value of such donations.

Potential Donor's Name
If you wrote "yes" under potential in-kind, record the name(s) of people you think might
donate the item.

Cost Estimate
Complete this column by obtaining direct quotes from your play-equipment company,
surfacing vendor, local contractors and/or local merchants. Remember to multiply the
cost per item by the quantity of that particular item that is needed.

Actual Cost
In this column, record how much you actually spend on each item. If you receive an in-
kind donation for this item, record its dollar value here.
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Expenses Sub-Totals: Estimated Actual

Play-Equipment Company Fees & Expenses:
Surfacing Company Fees & Expenses:
Site Preparation:
Build Tools & Materials:

+

Expenses Sub-Total: =

5% General Buffer x 1.05

Total Expenses: =

APPENDIX

53
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Dates:

Site Address:

Project Co-chairs 

Name:

Phone #:

Name:

Phone #:

Planning Committee

Children's/ Youth Captain:

Phone #:

Construction Captain:

Phone #:

Food Captain:

Phone #:

Fundraising Captain:

Phone #:

Logistics Captain:

Phone #:

Public Relations Captain:

Phone #:

Safety Captain:

Phone #:

Volunteer Recruitment Captain:

Phone #:
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Play-Equipment Representative

Name:

Phone #:

Play-Equipment Installer

Name:

Phone #:

Site Preparations

Site Layout Date:

Hole Auguring Date:

Play Equipment Delivery

Delivery Date:

Contact:

Phone #:

Person Receiving:

Surfacing Materials Delivery

Delivery Date:

Contact:

Phone #:

Person Receiving:

Build Captains

Decks/Posts:

Playspace Components "A Team":

Playspace Components "B Team":

Playspace Components "C Team":

Playspace Border/Cement:

Surfacing:

Side Projects:

Side Projects:

Side Projects:
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Anytown PlaySpace Bonanza
with generous support from the Anytown Community Foundation

Official Build Timetable (Sample)

Site Prep Day 1
Date:
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Site Prep Day 2 (Sample)

Date:

Sample
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Build Day (Sample)

Date:
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Team Assignments (Sample)

Date:
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November 16, 2006

Dear Ms. Generous:

Thank you for agreeing to provide a full lunch and beverages for 100 volunteers during
the Boys and Girls Club Playspace Build on Saturday, March 3. Without your generosity
this project would not be possible!  Our volunteers will be excited to break for such a
hearty meal after working hard all morning.

As we discussed, you can drop off the lunch at the playspace site between 11 a.m. and
11:15 a.m. Please ask for me or another member of the Food Team to help you set up.
For your convenience, I have attached a map and a cellular phone number where I can
be reached during the playspace project. Unless I hear differently, I will assume you are
bringing the following:

Box lunches for 100 10 Bags of Ice
200 Napkins 4 Coolers 
100 Fruit Cups Any necessary utensils or condiments
100 Beverages 

The week before the actual playspace build, I will call again to reconfirm these
arrangements and to give you any last minute details you might need. We will also be
printing your name on the sponsor banner which will be hung during the Ribbon-
Cutting Ceremony at 4pm that afternoon, March 3. We hope you will be able to attend
this joyous event!

Thanks again for your generosity. I look forward to working with you in the next few
months. Please call me at 202-555-3426 if you have any additional questions.

Best Wishes,
Sammy Sandbox
Food Team Captain
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"Project PlaySpace: Giving Kids a Place of Their Own"
Project PlaySpace

123 Main St.
Anytown, USA 12345

Phone: (888) 555-2222  Email: project.playspace@yahoo.com
Web: www.projectplayspace.org

Month, Date, Year 

Dear Joan,

Project PlaySpace and the Anytown Parent Teacher Organization are pleased to invite
your business to participate in Cookout for Kids on Saturday, September 25, a fundraiser
to help Project PlaySpace meet its goal of raising $50,000 to provide our community's
children with a safe place to play.

As an important part of our community, we are sure that you appreciate the value of
providing our children with a place to jump, run, swing and giggle. And we need your
support!  Please help make Cookout for Kids a success by:

• Donating a service or product for the Cookout Raffle! All proceeds will go 
towards purchasing playspace equipment.

• Donating food items for the Cookout.

• Distributing Cookout flyers to your customers and associates.

• Being a volunteer cook! 

How Your Business Will Be Recognized:

We are expecting 450 guests including community leaders.Your generous support will
be recognized in a variety of ways, including:

• Listing the name of your business in the event program.

• Announcing and posting the name of your business at the event and on
event banners.
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• Listing your business as a "2004-2005 Project PlaySpace Supporter” in our 
newsletter.

• Listing your business in a post-event "Thank You" newspaper advertisement.

It's Easy to Donate an Auction/Raffle Item:

To donate an item or to volunteer, visit www.projectplayspace.org, or call or email
Brian Bounce at (888) 555-2222 or playspace@yahoo.com. Project PlaySpace also
accepts cash donations! 

If you would like more flyers and pamphlets or have questions, please call or email me.

We are making good things happen and we appreciate your generous support.

Sincerely,

Brian Bounce
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Build Captain Responsibilities and Hints for the Build

Thank you for volunteering to be a build captain!  You will be our eyes, ears and hands
on the front lines of playspace construction - managing volunteers, ensuring proper
installation, and helping everyone have a great experience. Together we're going to
build a stronger community!

Here are some basics of what to expect:
• You will likely be assigned 10-15 volunteers (for surfacing, maybe up to 50).

• A few members of your team will be scheduled to stay the entire day; others 
may come and go, or work on several projects.

• Volunteers may not have construction experience, but they're here to learn.
Building a playspace is like putting together a puzzle … simple and 
straightforward.

• It is normal for there to be a bit of lag time in the process. Keep your volunteers
engaged by letting them take a break, playing a game or finding some things 
for them to do.

So what will be expected of all build captains on the big day?  Here are some of your
responsibilities:

Leader - Bottom line, we are looking for leadership for your team. That's why you got
the job!  Know your task backward and forward. Manage your team closely. Answer
their questions, or find someone who can. Remain with them throughout the day.

Site Expert - Keep an eye on the big picture. Know where the bathrooms are. Know
where first-aid is. Know what's for lunch, when lunch will be and if there are
vegetarian meals. Know what time the day is expected to end and how. Know who
the Planning Committee members are and who the installer is.

Tool Pro - Know your tools and make sure each tool is returned safely at the end of
the day.

Team Builder - Make sure that every volunteer is able to contribute - don't let one
person dominate. Get some spirit going. Come up with a team chant or song. Start
friendly competition with other teams. Set goals and cheer people on.
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Safety Monitors - Think about what safety hazards exist in your work area. Pay
special attention to improper use or handling of tools. Make sure your team members
take rest and water breaks.

Things to remember:
• We believe that people should be tired but happy at the end of the day - they 

should feel a sense of pride and a new camaraderie with their neighbors.
Provide help and guidance, but don't make it TOO easy. The group will work 
together to figure things out and make it happen … that's part of team 
building!

• We do what we do because we believe it is important for kids to have fun and
to play. Play builds healthy bodies, creative minds and caring friendships. We 
believe play is a right.

Build Captain for Assembling Components

Thank you for volunteering to be a Build Captain!  We're going to turn an empty lot
into a brand new, state-of-the-art playspace within a matter of days … but it all
depends upon well-coordinated teamwork. You will be leading one of several
Component Teams. Your team will be given 1-4 components to assemble and you'll
be provided with a bucket of hardware, installation instructions and a list of tools
needed for each component. Your construction team captain will help you decide
how many volunteers you should assign to each of the components.

While your team is assembling the components you have been assigned, other teams
will also be assembling components. Meanwhile, a team will be working with the
installer on the decks and posts. Once the deck and post team has the main part of
the structure together and level, they'll start asking the component teams to bring
components over one by one and they'll get attached. It's a blast!  You'll see the
playground take form before your very eyes … and from your own hands!

Listed below are some more specific responsibilities for your team:
• Encourage the team members to READ the directions. People will be eager to

jump in and start the assembly, so put the brakes on and review the entire 
process step by step.

• We won't include tamper-resistant bolts in the buckets. The installer and 
construction captain will be responsible for these, because once they go
in, they're ready hard to get out.

• Some of the components can be tough … be patient, and carefully read and 
follow the directions.

• There will be some extra hardware and tools in a central location; if you need 
something you don't have, you might find it there.
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• Attach all of the parts to the component. This will make it easier to transport,
even if they'll have to partly disassemble the component to attach it to the 
main structure. Just loosely attach the pieces that may come off. All other 
pieces should be tight and secure.

• Keep your team working together - make sure everyone has a chance
to contribute!  

• Follow the lead of the Construction Team captain and the installer about when
to attach your components.

• When carrying big components over, remind people to watch out for holes!  
Have someone go in advance to clear people out of the way.

• Keep your folks taking breaks, especially if they are working too quickly. Keep 
in communication with the Construction Team captain.

• When the building process is stalled, keep your team working. Look around for
other teams that need help. Could the surfacing team use extra people?  Did 
you clean up any plastic or cardboard from your components?  Have you 
collected and turned in all your tools?  Or just take a break together and 
practice your cheer or song!

Here's a sample cheer-
"Swings and slides and stairs - oh my!
Swings and slides and stairs - oh my!
Kids and fun and laughter - we care!"

Build Captain for Concrete

Thank you for volunteering to be a build captain!  We're going to turn an empty lot into
a brand new, state-of-the-art playspace within a matter of days … but it all depends
upon well-coordinated teamwork. Your team will be responsible for mixing the
concrete that will hold the playground in place. This is a critical job and one that really
gets going toward the second half of your day. You'll be mixing the concrete in
wheelbarrows, and pouring it into holes where posts have been set. Timing is
important, because the concrete needs to be ready as soon as (but not until!) the
playground is level and ready to be made permanent. You will be cued by the installer
or Construction Team Captain at the right time. Remind everyone that the concrete will
take 24hrs to set before the kids can play on it.

Listed below are some more specific responsibilities for your team:
• Keep a close eye on the action. If you aren't being cued, check in with the 

Construction Team captain.
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• Ensure that the concrete you are mixing is the right consistency, not too runny,
not too thick and thoroughly mixed throughout (with no dry powder).

• You might want to have one person responsible for controlling the water and 
making sure that the concrete is mixed to the correct consistency … the 
concrete quality control volunteer!

• This is a hard, back-breaking job. Keep your volunteers switching up and
taking breaks.

• Assign someone to be "chief bag counter."  They should count concrete bags 
regularly and let you know how many are left. When you get down to 20 bags,
let the Construction Team captain know.

• Make a list of everything that needs concrete - there may be more than just the
playground!  Is there a sign being installed?  Are trashcans or benches being 
built and installed?  Pace your team for the different assignments.

• Dust masks will help prevent people from inhaling cement particles; encourage
your team to use them.

Here is a sample cheer for your team-
"Hoist it!  Mix it!  Roll it!  Dump It!

When our team's through
Nothing's gonna budge it!"

Build Captain for Surfacing

Thank you for volunteering to be a build captain!  We're going to turn an empty lot into
a brand new, state-of-the-art playspace within a matter of days … but it all depends
upon well-coordinated teamwork. You will be leading the safety-surfacing team. You
have a huge job ahead of you!  Just take a look at the surfacing pile - it all has to be
transported to the playspace and spread beneath the equipment, one load at a time.
Your job is a dirty job, but your team will have a great sense of satisfaction when you
are through.

Shock-absorbent surfacing is a crucial part of playground safety - without it, children's
falls can be life-threatening. The majority of playground injuries today occur due to
improper surfacing. We are using an engineered wood fiber, which is mulch that has
been processed twice to make it softer, more durable and smoother for wheelchairs. It
is also fire-resistant. Safety testing has shown that 9-12" of mulch will break a fall from
as high as nine feet, and will do so as effectively as other types of surfacing.
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In addition to moving the actual surfacing, your team will secure a bottom layer of felt
first; this helps improve drainage. Another team of volunteers will install a foot-high
border to hold the surfacing around the playground.

Listed below are some more specific responsibilities for your team:
• The borders of the playspace will be laid out and marked during pre-build site

preparation.

• Your first job is to lay felt. You'll need to roll out the felt and cut it around
the holes.

• Have your team use tarps for the mulch. Save the wheelbarrows for the 
concrete crew.

• Use teamwork. Station a few people on the mulch pile; they'll shovel smaller 
piles onto tarps. Teams of 2-4 people can then transport the tarps to the 
playspace. Moving mulch is back-breaking, but if people work together as a 
team, it is much easier … spread the work out and it will be more fun!

• The Construction Team captain and the installer will tell you where to put 
mulch in the early part of the day.

• Remind people to watch out for holes!

• Dust masks help prevent people from inhaling mulch particles; encourage your
team to use them.

• Take frequent breaks.

• When the building process is stalled, keep your team busy loading tarps. If 
you've done that already, scout around for other work to keep your folks 
engaged. Or just take a break together and practice your mulch cheer or song!

Here's a sample cheer-
"Mulch, mulch, we love mulch

the more you give us the more we move
what about you?!!"
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Name of Team Captain:

1. List the three most important objectives of your team.

2. Did your team achieve its planned goals and objectives?  If not, why?

3. Was your advance planning beneficial to your team?  If so, how?

4. In what circumstances was your team especially effective?

5. In what circumstances was your team not so effective?

6. How much time would you guess an average team member spent on playspace 
planning per week?

7. Regarding your team, what would you do differently next time, and why?

8. What would you do exactly the same?

9. Additional Comments

S UC
C E S
S!

WON D E R !
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